Level A, Theme 4

Pretest and Post-test
Questions for Whole-Group Oral Testing

Date__________________________
Class__________________________
Pretest ____ Post-test ____

Please administer this test orally. Have students answer by holding up either one or two fingers, or
writing the number 1 or the number 2 on a whiteboard. Then indicate whether most, some, few, or
none of the students answered the question correctly. by circling the appropriate answer.

1.
What do you need to be a fast skater?
		1) Discipline		
2) Disadvantages
			Most		Some		Few		None
2.
When we wear jeans and a t-shirt, what are we wearing?
		1) Formal clothes		
2) Informal clothes
			Most		Some		Few		None
3.
Which of the following is an example of a garment?
		1) A shirt
2) A baseball
			Most		Some		Few		None
4.
What do you need to do to cultivate a garden?
		1) Water it
2) Observe it
			Most		Some		Few		None
5.
What purpose do earrings serve?
		1) They are ornamental		
2) They are functional
			Most		Some		Few		None
6.
What are rain and snow a form of?
		1) Interaction		
2) Precipitation
			Most		Some		Few		None
7.
When you run away from something, what are you doing?
		1) Frolicking 2) Fleeing
			Most		Some		Few		None
8.
If a place gets too much rainfall, what does that mean?
		1) It gets excessive rainfall		
2) It gets excellent rainfall
			Most		Some		Few		None
9.
When you make up a story, what do you use?
		1) Your anticipation		
2) Your imagination
			Most		Some		Few		None
10.
If a screen goes across a room, what does it do to the room?
		1) It partitions the room		
2) It includes the room
			Most 		Some		Few		None
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Level A, Theme 4

Pretest and Post-test
Answers

1.

What do you need to be a fast skater? (discipline)

2.

When we wear jeans and a t-shirt, what are we wearing? (informal clothes)

3.

Which of the following is an example of a garment? (a shirt)

4.

What do you need to do to cultivate a garden? (water it)

5.

What purpose do earrings serve? (they are ornamental.)

6.

What are rain and snow a form of? (precipitation)

7.

When you run away from something, what are you doing? (fleeing)

8.

If a place gets too much rainfall, what does that mean? (It gets excessive rainfall.)

9.

When you make up a story, what do you use? (your imagination)

10.

If a screen goes across a room, what does it do to the room? (It partitions the room.)
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